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Introduction 

Spent fuel resulting from 25 years of operating the 6.5/10 MW thermal heavy water 
moderated and cooled research reactor RA at the VINČA Institute is presently all stored in the 
temporary spent fiid storage pool in the basement of the reactor building. Tn 1984, the reactor 
was shut down for refurbishment, which tor a number of reasons has not yet been completed. 
Rcccnt investigations show that independent of the future status of the research reactor, safe 
disposal of the so far irradiated fuel tnust be the subject of primary concern 

Basic facts about operation, ageing, reconstruction and spent fuel storage of the research 
reactor RA were presented and discussed in detail in some earlier papers [1,2]. Tile following 
paragraphs describe recent activities on detection of fission products leakage in the spent fuel 
storage pool. 

Description of the Spent Fuel Storage Pool at the Research Reactor RA 

Research reactor RA fuel element is an 1 U em long cylinder, with 3.72 cm outer diameter, 
consisting of an outer tube with 2 mm thick fissionable material and 1 mm thick inner and outer 
Al cladding, and an 1 mm thick inner Al tube which serves sis cooling iirtensifier. Fuel elements 
are inserted into a 2 mm thick Al tube (10 of 11 elemettts/tube)j thus forming a fuel channel. The 
reactor core consists of up to 82 channels m a square lattice with 13 cm pitch Until 1976 the 
rcactni was upe rated with 2°/o enriched uranium metal fuel, when new fuel having the same 
geometry and dimensions, but with 8Q% enriched uranium oxide dispersed in aluminium, was 
bought from USSR, 

The six meters deep temporary speat fuel storage pool consists of four connected basins, 
having thick concrete walls eladded with, stainless steel. It is Med with approximately 200 m3 of 
stagnant ordinary water. 304 channel-type stainless steel fuel containers, receiving up to 18 spent 
fuel elements each, are placed vertically in the pool. Initially, it was planned to transfer the spent 
file I back to the supplier, after 4-5 years of cooling in the temporary storage pool. Since this did 
not happen, in order to increase the storage capacity, the oldest Spent fuel was gradually taken 
out of flie original stainless steel containers and repacked into aluminium barrels, each 
containing 30 aluminium tubes receiving up to 6 irradiated fuel elements per tube. At present, 
there are 30 such barrels, placed in two layers in the annex of the "basin 4 . Both the barrels and 
the channel-type fuel containers were filled with dem in emlized water and hermetically closed. 

According to the original design, the RA reactor spent fuel storage pool was not equipped 
with a purification system, probably because the pool water was not foreseen to be in direct 
contact with the spent fuel. Regular monitoring and maintaining of pool water radiochemical 
parameters have never been performed. During the years, a lot of sludge accumulated at the 
bottom of die pool, which even concealed a lost spent fuel element since 1978. A serious 
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conccm About the conditions of Lie spent fuel storage pool was first expressed by the author of 
the present paper in 1994 [l]. Since that time, numerous examinations and measurements were 
per formed in order to identify the state of the spent fuel inside the spent fuel containers and to 
dctcct eventual fission products leakage in the spent fuel storage pool. 

ExajmnntioD5 and MeasuremcNto in the KA Rcactor Spent Fuel Storage Pool 
Radiological and chemical analyses of the water from the RA reactor sprat fuel storage pool 

were first made in 1995 aid were recently repeated. A computerised EG&ORTEC gamma 
spectroscopy system, based on the high purity "n-type" germanium coaxial (HPGe) detector was 
used for measuring activity concentrations. Energy resolution of 1332 keV line from ®Co was 
found to be 1.8 keV at full -width at balf maximum with a relative efficiency of 18 %. The 
deleclor was low level background shielded by 10 cm of virgin lead, covcred by inner sheets of 
Cd, Cu and plexi, so that the total background level was less than 1 a"1, expressed integrally to 
energies of 2 MeV. The detector was coupled to an Ortec 919 Spcctmm Master multichannel 
buffer. Energy and efficiency calibrations were carried out by certified MIEu standards in a 
Marinelli beaker of 450 ml, and in planar geometry supplied by ORIS DAMRL France, and 
traceable to Labotaloire do Bureau National dc Metiologic. Declared activity uncertainty of 
standard sources was 3 % Samples were measured in MarmelH and planar geometry, depending 
on activity levels, relative enws ranging from 3 to 30 %. Som« very hot samples were diluted 
several Limes and afterwards measured in planar geometry. An Iskra MA 5705 pH-metcr with a 
combined glass-calomel electrode and a HANNA DIST 3 ooiiductomeler were used to 
dctcmiine the pH and specific conductance, respectively. Chloride analyses were performed by 
argontoinetric titration [3] and aluminium analyses by spot test reaction by alizarin sulfonic acid 
[4}. The results arc presented in Table 1. For all samples Fe and Al contents were below 0.1 mg/l 
and below 2 mgl, respectively. 

Table 1 - Radiochemical parameters of samples from the spent fuel storage pool 

Conductance 
Sample mCs(Bqfrnl) pH ( / /S /an} CI (mat) 

3995 1996 1995 1996 1995 1996 1995 1996 
t . Water from transport 

dtarmel in front of reactor 
40 3±1.2 101±15 7.8 S.I 390 440 67.5 84 

2. Water from crossing of 
transport ctiamiels 

35 2 ± l l 124119 7 6 ».5 410 430 57.5 68 

1. 4MT trom basin ) 41.6+1.2 U7±2l 7.8 8.5 430 430 75 65 
4 WaMr iromtx&iii 2 ».9+1.2 140±2t 7.8 8.5 420 440 75 «8 
5. Wwer firora basm 3 41 i±l_2 93±!> 7.8 HA 430 460 70 68 
6 Water bom basin 4 39.S+I.2 137121 7.4 8.4 410 440 70 68 
7. Sludge tram transport 

channel m from of reactor 
1700±170 I830±275 

8. Sludge Јтоттће surface of 
aluminium barrets 

93Q±140 

Radioactivity of (he pool water can be ascribed to the presumable leaking of the lost fuel 
element, which has receily beetl located and lifted up to perform visual inspection and 
photographing through the protective glass window in the reactor shield. As can be seen in Fig. 
1, it is heavily corroded. It will be placed into a transparent vessel with demmeralized water and 
transferred to a hot cell for further examination. By measwing activity of water in this vessel, it 
will be possible to determine the degree of fission product leakage from the lost fuel element. At 
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tfae same lime, further regular monitoring of Ac pool water parameters will enable detection of 
eventual fission product leakage from the spent fuel containers. 

Water samples were also taken from channel type stainless steel spent fuel containers, 
selected so to represent different typical storage conditions: normally disposed spent ft»l trom 
different periods, fuel from experimental (so called VISA) channels, fuel with corrosion deposits 
noticed at the time of disposal, fuel whose corrosion deposits were removed before the disposal, 
as well as a channel containing one fuel element which was leaking already at the lime of 
disposal. A syringe and an approximately 5 m long plastic hose were used to take 50 ml of water 
from each container. An underwater pump was used to fill a 200 I barrel with water from the 
bottom of the pool and one day was necessary for the sludge to settle down. Increased specific 
activity of these samples, Table П, is a clear indication that at least one fuel element is leaking in 
'nob! of the channel type spent fuel containers. Higi maximum, i. e. average bumup of the sprnt 
fuel seems to be more responsible for the fission product leaking, then the duration of storage. 
Al and Fe arc found in some samples, indicating that corrosion products were dissolved in wnter. 
Appearance of CI in water is probably resulting from adding ordinary water to the originally 
demineralized water in the spent fuel containers at some moment of spent fuel storage operation. 

Table U - Radiochemical parameters of water from channel type containers 
Burnup 

Stored Posi- Basin Fuel Choke maxJav. рн Cond. a 
since tion no. type criteria MW<W Bq/ml Џ S/cm ПЧЈЛ 
1%4 71 2 11x2% oldest fuel 4516/3405 8.6 - -
1964 72 2 11x2% oWestfiiei 4102/3161 42 - - -

1964 74 2 11x2% aides Aid 641S/5U6 31650 - - -

19M 77 2 11x2% VISAchamet 45ИИ405 17 7.1 330 62 
1964 83 2 11x2% VISA channel 451 »3405 OJ 6.9 140 22 
IV64 179 11x2% VISA tiiaroiel 5430/4166 0.071 49 sa 
УЉ6 2 fil з 11x2% VISA chenucl 7341/5679 0.82 4.5 60 -

1969 127 2 11x2% wWi instrumentation 9059/7078 2300 - -
1969 128 1 11x2% broken Ixrider 6965/4331 15000 - - -
1969 172 3 7x2% normally deposed 4924/4072 <«.01 4.4 190 52 
1970 136 2 10x2% normally disposed 5929/5306 477000 - - -

1970 241 3 11x2% fuel leaking in core no dala 53700000 - -

1W 289 4 11x2% fiicl with deposits 8347/67 57 33.5 6.0 60 <5 
1972 202 3 12x2% normally disposed 7106/6362 91 4.3 100 17 
J 972 155 ^ 8*2% broken holder 8215/7105 424 5.0 110 26 
1975 262 3 12x2% normally disposed 924S/785S 411 5.4 so i 12 
1974 258 3 12x2% normally disposed 9231/7S67 14 5.4 130 
1975 263 3 12x2% normally disposed Ш25Л920 23 5.2 210 74 
1976 69 2 10x2% normally disponed П&94Л048 110 6.4 11U H 
1976 117 1 12x2% normally disposed 9446/8274 16 6.3 70 Ш 
1977 92 2 12x2% normally disposed 13500/10997 S5 6.5 340 «0 
1978 ! 93 2 15x2% погаиЦу disposed 1344SM2748 166 45 350 100 
1978 97 2 11x2% I fuel efement Ion 13736/12*65 126 5.6 80 <5 
1979 143 2 11x2% fiadtuth deposits 16595/1(1547 102 6.4 30 <5 1 
1979 195 3 6x2% ix>nnal+S dummies 16065/12284 35 4 8 150 - A 
1979 2S6 4 3x2 %+4 

xS0% 
broken holdtr ГК) dara 51 5.ft 50 <5 I 

1979 147 2 5x2%+6 
x«0% 

mixed lattice 13501/10754 35 5.6 160 24 

1979 276 4 2x2%+« 
x80% 

deposits removed 

1 
no dala 215 • • 
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Strings of spent fuel elements were taken out from some channel-type containers and brought 
to the reactor shield to be visually inspected through the protective glass window. Thick 
corrosion deposits can be notices on the Al cladding of all the fuel elements, Fig. 2. 

Fig,] The lost fueUJug Fig.2 A string of spent fuel elements 

Aluminium barrels now represent the main radiological and safety problem in the RA 
reactor spent fuel storage pool. The analyses and inspections described above indicate that 
massive leakage of spent fuel must be taking place in the barrels. Activities have therefore been 
initiated to minimise flirther corrosion of the spent fuel containers and to reduce probability of 
uncontrolled fission products release to the minimum possible value. 

Conclusion 
The present status of the research reactor RA spent fuel storage pool at the VINČA Institute 

presents a serious safety problem. Action is therefore initiated in two directions. First, safety of 
the existing spent fuel storage should be improved. Second, transferring spent fuel into another, 
p:esinnably dry storage space should be considered. By storing the previously irradiated fuel of 
the research reactor RA in a newly built storage space, sufficient free space will be provided in 
the existing spent fuel storage pool for the newly irradiated fuel when the reactor starts operation 
again. In die case that it would be decided to decommission the research reactor RA, die newly 
built storage space would provide safe disposal For the fuel irradiated so fer. 
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